When building an instructional video, it’s essential to create slides that are clear, simple, and visually appealing. Here are a few templates you can use:

- **Option 1: Math/Science**
- **Option 2: English/History**

We encourage you to make these templates your own!
Option 1: Math / Science
[Lesson Name]

[Objective]
Introduce new content: (Use formulas and visuals)

*If possible write the work out with a stylus

Introduce Vocab:

Visual that supplements new content

*If possible annotate with a stylus
[Example Problem #1]

[Question #1]:

Work Shown

*If possible write the work out with a stylus

Explain the meaning of the solution
[Example Problem #2]

[Question #2]: Slightly more challenging content with alternative delivery

Work Shown

*If possible write the work out with a stylus

Explain the meaning of the solution
Quick Summary Slide with Main Points

Very Visual, Short and Sweet
Option 2: English / History
[Lesson Name/Question]

( perhaps objective and accompanying photo, graphic, etc.)
Lesson question
Hook activity

Examine a map?

Video clip?

Photo examination?

Timeline?

Brief real world example?

Political cartoon?
Key Issue:
The non-negotiable you want students to walk away with about this topic.

Work shown, accompanying graphic, photo, etc.
Key Issue: restating it here

Further explanation of Key Issue

Accompanying graphics, photos, etc.
Prompt students to use their notes to answer the lesson question given at the beginning of the video